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November 2011 have been marked with the launch of Google's Ice Cream Sandwich - Android 4.0.
Looked at as the prime upgrade on the mobile phone system inside over the year's course, it gives
you more capabilities, changes, improvement inside user interface generating more effective usage
of most up-to-date smart phone hardware.

The brand new user interface regarding Android Ice Cream Sandwich gets elements from the
Gingerbread phone and Honeycomb tablet Uis. Furthermore, it has typical covering, compositing
and even more level than the flat screens in Gingerbread. The particular display is locked along with
shows date, time and wallpaper.

The customers can unlock the mobile phone by swiping it right. As soon as you swipe the left, you
will be triggered one of the 5 home screens in which widgets or icons may be placed. Folders along
with wise view could be used upon home screens.

The brand new Android version has arrived with two-panned drawer which in turn consumers could
flip between applications along with a full-screen show of widgets. The multitask software is similar
to Honeycomb. An end user can press multitasking soft key along with thumbnails of the last a
number of apps that were employed on top of the display.

In addition to the brand-new graphical user interface, the new edition additionally provides by it
improved upon browser efficiency. The browser offers double velocity of the Android 2.3 web
browser together with new pop-down menu options. Using this type of browser, you possibly can
switch involving mobile as well as computer views. In addition, it enables a persons shop pages
regarding off-line reading. The web browser has A hundred for the Acid3 test of HTML5
compatibility, vs 95/100 for the Gingerbread web browser. You will find an excellent enhancement in
font making also.

Additionally there is a refitting in Android's contact book because it provides several likeness to
Windows Phone 7. The contact book gives integration of Twitter, LinkedIn and several some other
social networking sites together with multiple-pane make contact with credit cards which show
newest updates and permit auto-blocking from the contact.

The Ice Cream Sandwich can give far better look associated with Googlemail application with which
a message can be created without the need to strike recption menus switch. Users can certainly
examine the written text inside a better way for every single message within the message list. The
usage of gray and Roboto helps to make the brand new physical appearance more appealing.

The modern edition includes very much advancement in digital camera app as it's way quicker
inside the performance. The songs person integrates nicely with Google music due to internal store
and songs is available from cloud music library. The background music person offers some small
VU meter with an extensive graphic equalizer while hearing music and songs.

The newest details management screen within Options is fairly pleasing. Because the title suggests,
it provides the users accounts of methods significantly cell data was adopted daily, assignments the
use for that 30 days as well as produces auto alerts. The start of Android and Android  developer
had been around the philosophy of earning multitask a means of life. In the launch of Android 4.0, it
has become far more easier plus more visible.
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There exists a checklist within the System Bar that can be used through the recent apps
development and application button and also consumers can immediately move from 1 process to
another. With all the abundant along with active notices, it is possible for the customers to stay in
touch using incoming messages, play audio tracks and see real time improvements and others. The
notices are generally based mostly on how big the products since they show up at the top of the
particular display upon smaller-screen products whereas they pop-up inside system bar in larger
screen gadgets.
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